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The Inquiry
Process

standard against which the progress of the federal guvern-

The Inquiry Process mnnt and the provincial governments toward the enactment
of legislation to establish equality for women can be

It is often said that commissinns of inquiry have had little or measured.
no impact on public pofiuy in Canada. l think this is wrung, as Thus the work of commissions of inquiry has had a
a glance at our history will show. The report of the Rowell- significant influence on public policy in Canada. They have
Sirois Commission, appointed in 1937, led to a rearrangement brought new ideas into the public consciousness. They have
of taxing powers between the federal gow_rnment and the expanded the vocabulary of politics, education and social
provinces. The Rand Inquiry into the dispute between the scicnce. They have added to the furniture that we nuw expect
Ford Motor Company and the United Auto Workers in to find in Canada sstorefront of ideas. And thcy haw_always
Windsor in 1949, which resulted in the Rand formula, has had real importance in providing considered advice to

been regarded ever since as a watershed in labour-manage- governments. This is their primary fum:tion. But in recent
ment relations in Canada. The Hall Commission on Health years, Commissions of Inquiry haw_ begun to take on a new

function: that of opening up issues to public disnussinn, ofServices had and continues to haw.' a great impact on
governments, the health professions, and the provision of providingafurumfortheexchangeofideas.
health services in our country. The recommendations of the Gerald E. LeDain. who headed the Royal Commission on
Norris Commission, which investigated the disruption of the Non-Medical Use of Drugs, discussed this emerging
shipping on the Great Lakes, resulted in a major union being function in a lecture defiw_red at Osgoode Hall Law School on
placed under government trusteeship. March 15, 1972:

Commissions appointed by provincial governments have it was our search for the issues and a general perspective, as
also been influential. The Meredith Commission, appointed in well as a sense of social feasibility - what the society was
1911 in Ontario, led to the establishment of Workmen's capable of - that made us conduct the kind of hearings we

did.... We ;','ere looking also for the range of attitudes and
Compensation Boards first in Ontario and then throughout wanted to hear from those most deeply invo[ved. These
the country. The Hall-Dennis Commission, appointed by the hearings made a deep impression on us. At times they were
government of Ontario, and the Parent Commission, ap- very moving. One of the things we discovered is thai we need
pointed by the government of Quebec, have both had a great public opportunities for the exchange of views on vital issues.
impact on education in Canada. The hearings provideda public occasionfor peopleto say things

There have also been joint federal-provincial commissions to each other that they had obviously never said before. I think
of inquiry, such as the McKenna-McBride Commission, thatapubticinquirycanrespondtotheneed forsomeextensionof the regular electoral process on the social level, a process in
whose recommendations regarding Indian reserve lands in which the public can contribute to the identification and
British Columbia were adopted, for good or ill, by both discussion of the issues. [Low and Social Change, edited by
governments, laeobZiegel,p.84]

We are all aware of the continuing influence in our federal The Law Reform Commission of Canada, in a working
system today of the recommendations of the Royal Commis- poper published earlier this year, enlarged upon this function
sion on Bilinguafism and Biculturalism. The recnmmenda- ofcnmmissionsofinquiry:

tions of the LeDain Commission have been influential in Finally, as democratic as Parliament may be, there is still an
moulding social attitudes toward the non-medical use of important need in Canada for other means of expressing
drugs in our society. Then, of course, the recommendations of opinions and influencing polk:y-making - whal Harold Laski
the Royal Commission on the Status of Women constitute a called "institutions of Consultation." There are, of cnurse, the
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"traditional ways": establishing pressure groups, giving such a wide mandate is clear. Impacts cannot be forced into
speeches, writing to the newspaper, and so on. But these tidy subject compartments. The consequences of a large-scale
traditional means are not always adequate. Today the need for frontier project inevitably combine social, economic andother avenues of expression and influence is often focussed in
greater demands for public participation. Increased participa- environmental factors. In mS, opinion a sound assessment
tion allows those individuals and groups to express their views could not have been made if the analysis of impact had been
to public authorities. It also provides more representative divided up, if. for instance, environmental impact had been
opinion to decision-makers, so as to properly inform them of the hived off for separate analysis.
needs and wishes of the people. [Law Reform Commission,

Commissions of Inquiry, p.15] The Pipeline Application Assessment Group

If commissionsofinquiryhavebecomean important means Concurrently with the establishment of the Inquiry, the
for public participation in democratic decision-making as Government of Canada established a Pipeline Application

well as an instrument to supply informed advice to govern- Assessment Group. This group, headed by Dr. John G. Fyles of
ment, it is important to consider the way in which inquiries the Geological Survey of Canada, consisted of public servants
are conducted and whether they have the means to fulfil their socunded by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
perceived functions. Given the interest the public has had in Development, the Department of Energy, Mi_nes and Re-
the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, it may be useful to say sources, and the Department of the Environment, and by the
something about the way in which it was conducted. Governments of the Northwest Territories and the Yukon

The Inquiry's Mandate Territory, and others outside the public service, who were
The Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry was appointed to retained in a consultative capacity. The task of the group was
examine the social, economic and environmental impact of a to review the material filed by Arctic Gas, the consortium

gas pipeline in the Northwest Territories and the Yukon, and seeking to build the pipeline. In their initial filing, in March
to recommend the terms and conditions that should be 1974, Arctic Gas deposited with the government 32 volumes

imposed if the pipeline were to be built. We were told that the of material amounting to thousands of pages of technical
Arctic Gas pipeline project would be the greatest project, in information. The Assessment Group spent eight months
terms of capital expenditure, ever undertaken by private reviewing this material and prepared a report to assist the
enterprise. WE were told that, if a gas pipeline were built, it Inquiry and the National Energy Board in its work, as well as
would result in enhanced oil and gas exploration activity all government departments and agencies. Once the Inquiry got
along the route of the pipeline throughout the Mackenzie under way, many members of the Assessment Group trans-
Valley and the Western Arctic. ferred to the Inquiry staff.

But the gas pipeline, although it would be a vast project, Environment Protection Board
was not to be considered in isolation. The Government of

Canada, in the Expanded Guidelines for Northern Pipelines 1 should also mention the Environment Protection Board. The
(tabled in the House of Commons on June 28, 1972), made it precursors of Arctic Gas and Foothills funded a group of
clear that the lnquiry was to consider what the impact would scientists and engineers, all of them men of the highest
be if the gas pipeline were built and if it were followed by an competence in their various fields, to provide an independent
oil pipeline, examination of the environmental impact of a gas pipeline

So the Inquiry had to consider the impact on the North of an from Prudhoe Bay through the Mackenzie Valley to Alberta.
energy corridor that would bring gas and oil from the Arctic The group, known as the Environment Protection Board and
to the mid-continent. In fact, under the Pipeline Guidelines, headed by Mr. Carson Templeton of Winnipeg, a distin-
we had toconsider two corridors, one corridor extending from guished engineer, was provided with $3.5 million, and after
Alaska across the Northern Yukon to the Mackenzie Delta, four years of study, published a lengthy report that was, in
and a second corridor from the Mackenzie Delta along the many respects, critical of the Arctic Gas proposal.

Mackenzie Valley to Alberta. The report of the Environment Protection Board was of
The Inquiry, when it was established, was unique in great assistance to the Inquiry. The Board was an intervenor

Canadian experience because, for the first timerwe were to try at the Inquiry, and its members and staff gave evidence.
to determine the impact of a large-scale frontier project before The oil and gas industry was responsible for this inno-
and not after the fact. The Inquiry was asked to see what vation. The industry established the Board, funded it, and did
could be done to protect the North, its people and its not seek in any way to interfere with its work or to dictate
environment, if the pipeline project were to goahead, what should appear in its report. This represents a new

Let me repeat the words of the Order-in-Councih social, departure for private industry. The precedent was followed at
environmental and economic impact. 1 dare say they confer- the Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry by Foothills Pipe Lines
red as wide a mandate upon the Inquiry as any government (Yukon) Ltd., which established and funded a similar board of
has ever conferred upon any Inquiry in the past. The merit in scientists and engineers, once again headed by Mr. Templeton.
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The Board wrote a report for Foothills, the report was made Developmenl. These studies cost $15 million. The oil and gas
public, and the members of the Board testified at the Inquiry. industry has carried out studies on the pipeline that we were

told cost something like $50 million. Our universities have
Preliminary Hearings been carrying on constant research on northern problems and

Preliminary hearings were held soon after the establishment northern conditions. It would have been no good to let all
of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry. At that time, I these studies and reports just sit on the shelves. Where these
wrote to Arctic Gas, the environmental groups, the native reports contained evidem:e that w_.s vital tn the work of the
organizations, the Northwest Territories Association of Inquiry, it was essential thai they be opened and examined in
Municipalities, the Northwest Territories Chamber of Cam- public, so that any conflicts could be disclosed, and where
merce, the Government of the Northwest Territories and the parties at the Inquiry wished to challenge them, they had an
GovernmentoftheYukon. ladvisedthemofmyappointment, opportunity to do so. It meant that opinions could be
and asked them for any submissions they wished to make challenged and tested in public.
regarding the way in which the Inquiry should be conducted. It also raised the quality of debate at the Inquiry. Arctic Gas
In April 1974, I held hearings at Yellowknife, lnuvik and supported their application with much detailed and valuable
Whitehorse, and in May, at Ottawa, and again at Yellowknife technical information and indeed with considerable original
in September. Thirty-seven submissions were made at the researcl 3. This material, together with the reports of the
preliminary hearings. These were very useful: it became Pipeline Application Assessment Group, the Environment
apparent that the environmental groups and the native Protection Board and government studies, permitted the
organizations would require time tn get ready for the main Inquiry to engage in a detailed analysis of issues - to get to
hearings, and thai they, as well as the Northwest Territories the heart of matters as diverse as frost heave and the seasonal
Association of Municipalities and the Northwest Territories movements nf marine mammals - rather than deal with
Chamber of Commerce, would require funds to prepare for them at the level of vague generalization.
and to participate in the hearings. It also became evident that As a consequence, all parties at the Inquiry had to be
rules would have to be laid down for the production of all the equipped to analyze all of this material and to be in a position
information in the possession of government, industry and to respond to technical questions arising from it. This raises
other interested parties. I therefore issued rulings on these the matlernf funding intervenors.
matters, which are reproduced in Appendix 2 of this volume.

Funding lntervenors

Production of Studies and Reports An inquiry of this scope has to consider ninny interests. If
The Government of Canada gave the Inquiry the power to suchan ioquiryistobe fairandcomplete, afinftheseinterests
issue subpoenas to get the evidence it needed. We sought to must be represented.
ensure that all studies and reports in the possession of the A funding program was established for those groups that

pipeline companies and the other parties should be produced, had an interest that ought to be represented, but whose means
so that no study or report bearing on the work of the Inquiry would not allow it. On my recommendation, funding was
would be hidden from view. I ruled that each party - the provided by the Government of Canada to the native

pipeline companies, and each of the intervenors - would have organizations, the environmental groups, northern munici-
to prepare a list of all of the studies and reports in their polities, and northern business, to enable them to participate
pnssession relating to the work of the Inquiry, and that the in the heariogs on an equal footing (so far as that might be

lists should be circulated among all the participants. The possible) with the pipeline companies - to enable them to
Government of Canada, of course, had in its possession many support, challenge, or seek to modify the project.
studies and reports relating to the work of the Inquiry. These groups arc; sometimes called public interest groups.
Commission Counsel was therefore made responsible for They represent identifiable interests that should not be
providing a list of them. ignored, that, indeed, it is essential should be considered. They

This procedure allowed any party to call upon any other do not represent the public interest, but it is in the public

party to produce a copy of any study or report that was listed, interest that they should be heard. I ruled that any group
If a party were In refuse to produce a document, then an seeking funding had to meet the following criteria:

application could he made to the Inquiry for a subpoena. Of 1. There should be a clearly ascertainable interest that ought
course, any claim of lawful privilege wnuld have had to be tu be re,ln'esented at the Inquiry.
considered by the Inquiry. All c:nncerned cooperated: no one
had tnapply forasubpoenaat any time during the Inquiry. 2, It should be established that separale and adequate

In recent years, theGovernmentnfCanada has carried nut a representation of that interest would make a necessary and
multitude of studies through its Environmental-Social substantial contribution to the Inquiry.
Committee, Northern Pipelines, Task Force on Northern Oil 3. Those seeking funds should huw_ an established record of
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com:ern for, and sl- _uld have demonstrated their own nature of the inquiry. But 1can speak to its usefulness in this
commitment to, the in _'rest they sought to represent, instance.

4. It should be shnw that those seeking funds did not have

stlfficient financia! r_. ources to enable them adequately to Hearingsrepresent that intcrcs and that they would require funds to We sought to avoid turning the inquiry into an exclusive
doso. forumfor lawyersand experts.Unlessyou letoutsiders in,an

s. Those seeking fL lds had to have a clearly delineated inquiry can become a private, club-like proceeding. This
prnpnsal as to the use hey intended to make of the funds, and problem presents itself most acutely when you want to hear
had to be sufficiently _1ell-organized to account for the funds, from the experts but when you want equally to hear from

In funding these gr _ups, I took the view that there was no ordinary people who could be affected by the impact of the
substitute for letting them have the money and decide for project.
themselves how to sp_ nd it, independently of the government It was inevitable that conflict would arise if the hearing
and of the Inquiry. If they were to be independent, and to process in which the public would be entitled to participate
make their own decisions and present the evidence that they was the same as that at which the evidence of engineers,
thought vital, they had to be provided with the funds and biologists, economists and so on, would be heard and cross-
the're could be no strings attached. They had, however, to examined - a process necessitating the pre-eminent role of
account to the Inquiry for the money spent. AI] this they have lawyers. That conflict had to be resolved. We therefore
done. decidedto hold two types of hearings:formalhearings and

Let me illustrate the rationale for this by referring to the community hearings.
environment. It is true that Arctic: Gas carried out extensive We decided to hold formal hearings at Yellowknife, where

environmental studies, which cost a great deal of money. But expert witnesses for all parties could he heard and cross-
they had an interest: they wanted to build the pipeline. This examined, and where the proceedings would, in many ways,
was a perfectly legitimate interest, but not one that could resemble a trial in a courtroom. It was at Yellowknife that we
necessarily be reconciled with the environmental interest. It heard the evidence of the experts: the scientists, the engineers,
was felt there should be representation by a group with a the biologists, the anthropologists, the economists- the people
special interest in the northern environment, a group without who haw_ studied northern conditions and northern peoples.
any other interest that might deflect it from the presentation The formal hearings began with an overview of the North.
ofthat case. CommissionCounsel presented a series of witnesses, all of

Funds were provided to an umbrella organization - the them authorities in their fields, who discussed in a general
Northern Assessment Group - that was established by the way the geography, history, flora, fauna, and economy, of the
environmental group to enab]e them to carry out their own Mackenzie Valley and the Western Arctic. For the Inquiry
research and hire staff, and to ensure that they could and lhc participants, this evidence provided a useful back-
participate in the Inquiry as advocates on behalf of the drop against which to place the detailed evidence that came
environment. In this way, the environmental interest was later.
made a part of the whole hearing process. The same applied to At the formal hearings, all the participants were repre-
the other interests that were represented at the hearings. The scnted: the two pipeline companies, the native organizations,
resu]t was that witnesses were examined and then cross- the cnvironmental groups, the Northwest Territories Associa-

examined not simply to determine whether the pipeline tion of Municipalitiesand the Northwest Territories Chamber
project was feasible from an engineering point of view, but to of Commerce. All were given a chance to question and
make sure that such things as the impact of an influx of challenge the things that the experts said, and all were
construction workers on communities, the impact of pipeline entitled, of course, to call expert witnesses of their own.
cnnstruction and corridor development on hunting, trapping Lawym's represented must of the participants. But non-
and fishing, and the impact on northern municipalities and ]awyers acted as counsel for some groups, and quite effec-
northern business, were all taken into account, tively, too: Carson Tcmpleton for the Environment Protection

The usefulness nf the funding that was provided has been Board, ]n McQuarrie for the Northwest Territories Mental
amply demonstrated. All concerned showed an awareness of Health Association and David Reesor for the Northwest

the magnitude of the task. The funds supplied to the Te.rritoriesAssociation of Municipalities.
intervenors, although substantial, should be considered in the At the sume tim_, community hearings were held in each
lightoftheestimatcdcostoftheprojectitse]f, and of thc funds city and town, settlement and village in the Mackenzie
expended by the pipeline companies in assembling their own Valley, the Mackenzie Delta and the Northern Yukon. We
evidence, heldhearingsat 35communitiesin the MackenzieValleyand

I do not suggest that the funding of intervenors is the Western Arctic. At these hearings, the people living in the
appropriate in all inquiries - that would depend on the communities were given the opportunity to speak in their
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mvn language and in their own way. 1 wanted the people in who waniecl to speak to do so. In many villagr.s a large
the communities tu feel that they could come forward and tell prnporlioa of the adult iJupulatiun addressed lhe Inquiry. Not
une what their lives and their experience led lhem to believe lhat participation was limilcd In adults. Some of the most
the ilnpact nf a pipeline and tin energy corridor wnuld be. p(trceptiw_ presentations were given by young 13enple, con-

In this way, we h'ied Iu have the best of the experience of eerll(td uu hiss than their par(_uls about their hind and their
buth worlds: at the culnmunity hearings, the world of future.
everyday, where most witnesses spend their lives, and, at the I fouml dial ordinary people, with the experien(:e of life in
formal hearings, the world uf the professionals, the specialists, the North, had a great deal to contribute. I heard from ahnnst
and theacademics, one thousand witnesses at the community hearings - in

Iappointed Michael ]ackson, Special Counsel to the Inquiry, English (and occasionally in French}, in Loucheux, Slavey,
as Chairman of a Committee on Community Hearings. This Dogrib, Chipewyan and in the Eskimo language of the
Cummmittee comprised representatives of each of the Western Arctic. They used direct speech. They seldunl had
participants and it considered such matters as the timing of wrilten briefs. Their lhuughls were nut filtered through a
cummunity hearings - (having regard, among other things, screen nf jargon. They were lalking about their innermost
for the seasonal activities uf northern people}, the procedure com:erns and fears.
In be adopted at such hearings, and the role of the participants It is nut enough simply tu read about northern people,
and their lawyers, northern places and northern prublems. Youhaw_to be there,

One of the first matters the Committee had to deal with you haw_ tu listen to the people, to know what is really going
related to the issue of cross-examination of witnesses. The on in their towns and villages and in their minds. That is why
object nf the community hearings was to give all people an I invited representatives of the companies that wanted to
opportunity to express their concerns without worrying build lhe pipelim_ tu come to these community hearings with
abuut what they might well regard as harassment by lawyers, me. Arctic Gas and Foothills sent their representatives to
The Committee suggested a variety of ways in which the every hearing in every community.
function of cross-examination could be fulfilled by proce- The contributions of ordinary people were therefore
dures that would not dissuade people from testifying. One impnrlant in the assessment of even the must technical
such technique was to invite representatives of both Arctic subjects. For example, in Vulmne One, I based my discussion
Gas and Foothills to make a presentation to the Inquiry of the biological vulnerability of the Beaufort Sea nni unly on
whenever it appeared to them lhat people were misinformed the evidence of the biologists who testified at the formal
or whencwer they wished to correct what they felt was a hearings, but also on the views of the lnuit hunters who spoke
rnistaken view of their prnposals. In this and other ways, at the community hearings. The same is true uf sea-bed ice
withnut it ever being necessary formally to restrict the right scour, and nf nil spills; they are complex, technical subjects but
to crnss-examination, the community hearings were con- our understanding of them was nonetheless enriched by
ducted, not within a procedural framework in which only testimony frum people who live in the region.
lawyers felt comfortable, but within a framework which It became increasingly obvious that the issue" of impact
permitted northern people, native and white, to participate assessrnent is much greater than the sum of its constituent
fully, parts. Fur example, when North America's most renowned

Many people in the communities of the North do not speak caribou biologists testified at the Inquiry, they described the
English, and could be understood only through interpreters, life cycle', habitat dependencies and migrations and provided
Fur them, the experience of testifying was sometimes strange a hust of details about the Porcupine caribnu herd. Expert
and difficult, and we did not want to place any impediment at evidence from anthropologists, sociologists and geographers
all in the way of their speaking up and speaking out. A fairly described the native people's dependency on caribou from
wide latitude was given. Even at the formal hearings, we did entirely different perspectives. Doctors testified about the
not insist upon a too rigid observance of legal rules of nutritional value of country food such as caribou, and about
admissibility, for that might have squeezed the life out of the the consequences of a change in diet. Then the native people
evidence. 1 see no difficulty in this. The reasons for insisting spoke for themselves at the cnmmunity hearings about the
upon a strict observance of rules of evidence at civil or carihuu herd as a link with their past, as a present-day source
criminal trials, do not obtain at a public inquiry relating to of food and as security for the future. Only in this way could
questions of social, environmental and economic impact, the whole picture be put together. And only in this way could
What is essential is fairness and an appropriate insistence a sound assessment of impact be made.
uponrelevance. When discussion turned to issues relating to social and

In order to give people - not just the spokesmen for native cultural impact, economic development, and native claims,
organizations and for the white community, but all people - the usefulness of obtaining the views of local residents was
an opportunity to speak their minds, the Inquiry remained in equally important. This was nowhere more appar(mt than in
each community as long as was necessary for every person the consideration of native chdms. At the formal hearings,
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land use and occ:upancy evidence was present¢_d through such a w_st area, when yuu haw,' people of fnur races, speaking
l)rnpared testimony and map exhibits. There the evidence sew_n languages, how du you enable them to participate? How
was scrutinized and witnesses fur the natNe organizations do you keep them informed? We wished to create an Inquiry
were ernss-examined by counsel for the other part icipants. 13y without walls. And we sought, therefore, to use technology to
contrast, at the community hearings, people spoke spunta- make the Inquiry truly public, to extend the walls of the
nnously and at length of both their traditional and their hearing room to encompass the entire North. We tried to bring
present-day use of the land and its resources. Their testimony the Inquiry to the people. This meant that it was the Inquiry,
was uftcrl painstakingly detailed and richly illustrated with and the representatives of the media accompanying it - not
anecdntes, the people of the North - that were obliged to travel.

The must important cnntributiun of the community hear- At the same time, we made it plain to the media that we
ings was, 1 think, the insight it gave us into the trun nature of regarded them as an essential part of the whole process. We
native elaims. No academic: treatise or discussion, formal sought tu ensure that they were given every opportunity to
presentation of the claims nf native people by the native pruvide an account of what was being said by all parties at
organizations and their leaders, cnuld offer as compelling and the Inquiry. We tried to counter the tendency, all too frequent
vivid a picture of the goals and aspirations of natNe people as in the past, to treat the work of a Commission of Inquiry as a
their own testimony. In no other way could we have private affair. So we invited the press, radio, television and
discovered the depth of feeling regarding past wrongs and film makers into the hearing room. They did not obtrude: this
future hopes, and the determination of natiw_ people to assert was a public inquiry. The things that were said were the
their collective identity today and in years tueomc, public's business, and it was the business of the media to

We had not heard the native people speak with such make sure that the public heard those statements. Of course,
conviction of these things in recent years. Thus it is nut this apprnach cannot always be followed. Certainly in the
surprising that the allegatiun should have been made that the case of a purely investigatory inquiry, where specific alle-
tcstimnny given by the native people was not genuine, that in gatinns of wrongdoing have been made, different considera-
some fashion they had been induced to say things they did nnt tions prevail.
believe. Of course, such allegations reflect a lingering reluc- The' CBC's Northern Service played an especially impor-
tance to take the views of native people seriously when they rant part in the Inquiry process. The Northern Service
conflict with our own notiuns of what is in their best interests, provided a crew of broadcasters who broadcast across the
But the point is this: such allegations, advanced in order to North highlights of each day's testimony at the Inquiry.
discredit the leaders of the native organizations, lose their Ew_ry day there were hearings, they broadcast both in
force when measured against the evidenceuf band chiefs and English and in the native languages from wherever the
band councillors from every communily in tbe Mackenzie Inquiry was sitting. In this way, the people in communities
Valley and the Western Arctic, and against the evidence of throughout the North were given a daily report, in their own
thehundredsofnative peoplewhospoketuthelnquiry. These languages, on the evidence that had been given at both the
allegatinns have not, indeed, been made by anyone who was formal hearings and the community hearings. The broadcasts
al thecommunity hearings, meant that when we went into the communities, the people

Frc_m the beginning, it was clear that we were dealing with living there understood something of what had been said by
an issue of national interest and importance. The Order-in- the experts at the formal hearings, and by people in the
Council establishing the Inquiry contemplated hearings in the communities that we had already visited. The broadcasters
provinces as well as in the northern territories. We received were, uf course, entirely independent of thelnquiry.
many requests from Canadians in the South who wishnd to No one could be expected to understand all the intricacies
have an opportunity to contribute to the debate. So we took of the pipeline proposal and its consequences, but so far as we
the Inquiry to ten of the major cities of Canada, from could provide some understanding of the proposal and what
Vancouver in the west to Halifax in the east. These hearings it would mean to northerners, we attempted to do so. The

took approximately one month. Thus the Inquiry, and media in a way served as the eyes and ears of all northerners,
through it the government, was able to draw on the views of a indeed nf all Canadians, especially when the Inquiry visited
multitude of ordinary Canadians. places that few northerners had ever seen and few of their

countrymen had even heard of.
The Media

The Inquiry faced, at an early stage, the problem uf enabling Commission Counsel and Inquiry Staff
the people in the far-flung settlements of the Mackenzie Commission Counsel, lan Scott, Q.C. (who was assisted
Valley and the Western Arctic to participate in the work of throughout by Stephen Goudge), took the position that he was
the Inquiry. When you are consulting local people, the independent, and free to test and to challenge the evidence of
consultation should not be perfunctory. But when you have witnesses of all parties. In addition, he regarded it as his job to
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ensure that all relevant evide.nee was assembled and pre- suggests the necessity for developing a methodolngy that is
sentedtothelnquirysothat no vital area was left unexplored, sufficiently comprehensive to encompass a wide range of
He questioned witnesses in order to establish the content and variabl¢_s, a variety of conflicting interests, and a realistic span
implications of every theory of social, environmental and nftime.
economic impact. To secure this objective, the Inquiry staff If you are gning to assess impact properly, you have to
were largely under the direction of Commissicm Counsel. weigh a whole series of matters, some tangible, some
They were engaged in reviewing the evidence that was intangible. But in the end, no matter how many experts there
brought forward at the hearings, and in assembling the may be, no matter how many pages of computer printouts
evidence to be presented to the Inquiry by Commission may have been assembled, there is the ineluctable necessity of
Counsel. bringinghuman judgmentto bear on the main issues.Indeed,

The corollary was, of course, that Commission Counsel and when the main issue cuts across a range of questions,
the Inquiry staff were not allowed to put their arguments spanning the physical and social sciences, the only way to
privately to the Inquiry. I ruled that the recommendations the come to grips with it and to resolve it is by the exercise of
Inquiry staff wished to develop should be presented to the human judgment.
Inquiry by Commission Counsel at the formal hearings. This

the staff did at the close of the formal hearings, when their Inquiries and Government
800-page submission was made public. A final word about the role of the Commission of Inquiry vis-

Ordinarily, the proposals of Commission Counsel would _z-vistheroleoftheGovernment, theroleoftheadviservis-h-
not have been made public in this way. Howew_,r, 1 felt they vis the role of the decision-maker. A Commissione.r of Inquiry

should be made public so that all participants at the Inquiry has - or ought to have - an advantage that Ministers and
would have the fullest opportunity to challenge, support, senior executives in the public service do not have: an
modify or ignore their proposals. This procedure has been opportunity to hear all the evidence, to reflect on it, to weigh
followed by many regulatory tribunals in the United States it, and to make a judgment on it. Ministers and their deputies,
und I think it is a good one. It gaw_ the pipeline companies, the given the demands that the management of their departments
natiw _.organizations, the environmental groups, northern
business and northern municipalities a chance to criticize the impose upon them, usually have no such opportunity.
submissions that Commission Counsel put forward on behalf A Commissioner of Inquiry is bound to take full advantage
of himself and the Inquiry staff. I, of course, was not bound in of these advantages, remembering that he must leave the final
any way by the proposals of Commission Counsel, any more decision to those elected to govern. This is why I felt

throughout the Inquiry that it would be wrong to take the
than 1 considered myself bound hy the proposals that any evidence summarily or to arrive at a decision in haste. If you
other participant made. do that, you have lost the great advantage that the work of a

Assessment of Impact Commission of Inquiry can offer to government. There are
One of the complaints made to the Inquiry by northerners cases, such as the Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry, when

from time to time was that there had already been a plethora (for reasons that were well understood) an inquiry must be
of committees, task forces, hearings and reports intn some at carried out according to a deadline. But such cases are
least of the questions that the Inquiry was examining. Indeed, exceptional.
we came across many of them. But each of these reports and As the Law Reform Commission has said:
studies had largely been confined tn a narrow subject. This In a parliamentary democracy, Parliament is supreme. There is
has been a major flaw in impact assessment. Each department no matter beyond the competence of the elected representatives
of government has tended to examine the impact of any given of the people. Nor, because Parliament is democratic and
prnposal solely within the confines of its own departmental representative, is there a forum better able or more qualified for
responsibilities. Until this Inquiry was appointed, there was debating and deeiding policy questions confronting Canada.
no basis on which an overview of the impact of the pipeline But for some tasks, the legislature may need and seek assistance.Parliament's strength is also its weakness; its political respon-
proiect could be made. siveness to the current concerns of Canadians makes it difficult

There has been another flaw in assessment of impact, forlegislatorstograpplewithcomplexproblemsthatarenotof
Typically, impact assessments have focused on the individual immediate pulitleal concern and require considerable lime for
project, and have not taken into account the cumulative effect lheir solution.

of the project and the developments that are associated with it In politics, a clay can be a lifetime. There are often no hours to
or that may follow. In the past, this tendency has been evident devote to subtle but significant problems, requiring sustained
in the North, so that even when departments collaborated on inquiry and thought. The decision may ultimately rest with the
u study of impact, that study was unduly confined. This legislature: hul the legislature needs very good advice. [Law
limitation, which distorts rather than enlightens, represents Reform Commission, Commissions of Inquiry, p. 14.1

the worst aspect of conventional impact assessment. It also Advisory commissions of inquiry occupy an important
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place in the Canadian political system. They supplement in a The work of the Inquiry took many months (the hearings
valuable way the traditional machinery of gow_rnment, by began on March 3, 1975, and ended on November 19, 1976). It
bringing to bear the resources of time, objectivity, expertise, had to if the Inquiry was ta be fair and complete. Neverthe-
and by offering another forum for the expression of public less, the Inquiry was completed in good time. Volume One,
opininn, which dealt with the broad issuesof social,environmental

All of this cnst money. The Inquiry, by the end of fiscal year and economic impact, and contained the basic recommenda-
1976-1977, cost $3,163,344. When this cost is added to the tionsofthelnquiry, wasavailabletotheGovernment onMay
funds that were provided to the native organizations, the 9 of this year. These basic recommendations appear on the
environmental groups, northern n_unicipafities and northern whole to have been acceptable to the Government of Canada.
business, which came to $1,773,918, you get a rural expendi- If the assessment made by the Inquiry has prevailed in the
ture of $4,937,262 in public funds. I should add that expendi- minds of decision-makers, it is perhaps in considerable
tures in the current fiscal year re,luting largely to preparation measure a result of the process of the Inquiry.
and publication of my report put this figure today over $5.3
million.
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Inquiry
Documents

There are, of course, several documents that pertain to the The letter from the Honourabl(: Jean Chretien referred the
Inquiry. It is impossible to reproduce them all here, so I have application of Canadian Arcti(: Gas Pipeline Limited, and the
limited myself to the five most essential items, letter from the Honourable ]udd Buchanan refl_'rred the

The Order-in-Council appointed me as the Commissioner of application of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
this inquiry and defined my mandate. The Preliminary Rulings I and II set out the pr()l:_',(bJr(_sand

rules of conduct for the Inquiry.



P.C. 1974-641
CANADA

21 March, 1974
PRIVY COUNCIL • CONSEIL PR[V _:

WHEREAS proposals have been made for the

construction and operation of a natural gas pipeline,
referred to as the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline, across

Crown lands under the control, management and adminis-
tration of the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development within the Yukon Territory and the

Northwest Territories in respect of which it is

contemplated that authority might be sought, pursuant

to paragraph 19(f) of the Territorial Lands Act, for

the acquisition of a right-of-way;

AND WHEREAS it is desirable that any such

right-of-way that might be granted be subject to such

terms and conditions as are appropriate having regard
to the regional social, environmental and economic

impact of the construction, operation and abondonment of

the proposed pipeline:

THEREFORE, HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL

IN COUNCIL, on the recommendation of the Minister of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development, is pleased

hereby, pursuant to paragraph 19(h) of the Territorial

Lands Act, to designate the Honourable Mr. Justice
Thomas R. Berger (hereinafter referred to as Mr. Justice

Berger), of the City of Vancouver in the Province of

British Columbia, to inquire into and report upon the

terms and conditions that should be imposed in respect

of any right-of-way that might be granted across Crown

lands for the purposes of the proposed Mackenzie Valley

Pipeline having regard to

...2
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(a) the social, environmental and economic

impact regionally, of the construction,

operation and subsequent abandonment

of the proposed pipeline in the Yukon
and the Northwest Territories, and

(b) any proposals to meet the specific
environmental and social concerns

set out in the Expanded Guidelines

for Northern Pipelines as tabled in

the House of Commons on June 28, 1972

by the Minister.

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL

is further pleased hereby

i. to authorize Mr. Justice Berger

(a) to hold hearings pursuant to this Order in

Territorial centers and in such other places

and at such times as he may decide from time to

time;

(b) for the purposes of the inquiry, to summon

and bring before him any person whose

attendance he considers necessary to the

inquiry, examine such persons under oath,
compel the production of documents and

do all things necessary to provide a full

and proper inquiry;

(c) to adopt such practices and procedures for

all purposes of the inquiry as he from time
to time deems expedient for the proper

conduct thereof:

(d) subject to paragraph 2 hereunder, to engage

the services of such accountants, engineers,

technical advisers, or other experts, clerks,

reporters and assistants as he deems necessary

or advisable, and also the services of counsel
to aid and assist him in the inquiry, at such
rates of remuneration and reimbursement as

may be approved by the Treasury Board[ and

°°°3
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(e) to rent such space for offices and hearing
rooms as he deems necessary or advisable at

such rental rates as may be approved by

the Treasury Board; and

2. to authorize the Minister of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development to designate an officer of

the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development to act as Secretary for the inquiry

and to provide Mr. Justice Berger with such

accountants, engineers, technical advisers, or

other experts,clerks, reporters and assistants

from the Public Service as may be requested by

Mr. Justice Berger.

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL

is further pleased hereby to direct Mr. Justice Berger

to report to the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development with all reasonable despatch and file with
the Minister the papers and records of the inquiry as

soon as may be reasonable after the conclusion thereof.

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL,

with the concurrence of the Minister of Justice, is

further pleased hereby, pursuant to section 37 of the

Judges Act, to authorize Mr. Justice Berger to act on

the inquiry.

Certified to be a true copy

Assistant Clerk of the Privy Council



I _Ii1_I Minister Ministreindian and Norihern Affairs Affaires indiennes et du Nord

Ottawa, Ontario KIA OH4

April 19, 1974

The Honourable Mr. Justice

T.R. Berger,
Law Court,

800 W. Georgia,
Vancouver i, British Columbia.

Dear Mr. Justice Berger:

Further to your appointment as Commissioner to the

Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Hearings, by Order-in-Council
dated March 21, 1974, I wish formally to refer to you the

application made to me on March 21, 1974 by Canadian Arctic

Gas Pipeline Limited for grant of certain interests in
certain lands in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories

and for necessary authorization to construct, own, and

operate a pipeline and connected works.

It is my understanding that you are now in receipt of the

application and the Order-in-Council authorizing your

appointment, and that you have initiated preparatory works in

respect of the hearings.

I am pleased that you have accepted this responsibility as

Commissioner, and I will look forward to your report. When

I can be of assistance to you in this process, do not hesitate

to get in touch with me.

Yours sincerely,



I ,_1 Minister MinistreIndian and Northern Aflairs Affaires indiennes el du Nord

July 4, 1975.

The Honourable Mr. Justice T.R. Berger,

Commissioner,

Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry,
Resources Building,

P.O. Box 2817,
Yellowknife, N.W.T. X0E IH0

Dear Justice Berger:

By a letter dated April 19, 1974, my predecessor, the Honourable

Jean Chr@tien, formally referred to you, further to your
appointment under Order-in-Council P.C. 1974-641, dated

March 21, 1974, an application made on March 21, 1974, by

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited for grant of certain

lands in the Yukon and Northwest Territories and for necessary

authorization to construct, own, and operate a pipeline and
connected works.

The Order-in-Council, which established your Inquiry, designated

you to "inquire and report upon the terms and conditions that

should be imposed in respect of any right-of-way that might be

granted across Crown lands for the purpose of the proposed
Mackenzie Valley pipeline ..... ".

By letter dated May 23, 1975, I advised you that I was sending,

for your information, copies of applications in the same matter
by Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. and Alberta Gas Trunk Line (Canada)

Limited in respect of a Grant of Interests in Territorial Lands.

I am of the opinion that these more recent applications, because

of their smaller scale, would generally have a lesser social,

enviror_nental, and econc_tic impact than the application by

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited which has been formally

referred to you. As a consequence any terms and conditions that

you may rec_ilLiendshould be imposed in respect of a right-of-way

that might be granted across Crown lands for the purposes of the

proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline should have equal or lesser

application to these applications than to the application of

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited. Nonetheless, there may be

areas of significant difference between the two projects which
would warrant you recwmmending quite different terms and
conditions.

...2
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It is, therefore, with these considerations in mind that I

am now formally referring to you the applications of Fcothills

Pipe L_es Ltd. and Alberta Gas q_unk Line (Canada) Limited with
a view to your examinlng any areas of significant difference and

r_ appropriate terms and conditions thereto.

Yours sincerely,

J_d Buchanan.



_ == =,Prellmlnar,r =, _= _,1_ ullnos (I) lnuvik, Whitehorse and Ottawa, to hear submissions on theway the Inquiry ought to be conducted. 1 have decided to
1 was appointed by the Government of Canada by Order-in- outline my views now on the procedure that we will follow in
Council dated March 21, 1974, to conduct an inquiry into the the Inquiry, and to indicate my views on the questions that
social, environmental and economic impact of the proposed were raised relating to the scope of the Inquiry.
Mackenzie Valley natural gas pipeline.

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited have applied to the The Timetable for the Inquiry
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development under
Section 19(f) of the Territorial Lands Act, R.S.C. 1970, c.T-6, for THEELPASOPROPOSAL
a right-of-way across crown lands in the Yukon and the Arctic Gas argued that this Inquiry should be expedited
Northwest Territories. They propose to build a pipeline up the because the El Paso Natural Gas Company intends to apply to
Mackenzie Valley to bring natural gas from Prudhoe Bay in the Federal Power Commission in the United States for
Alaska and from the Mackenzie Delta to markets in Canada permission to construct a pipeline to bring natural gas from

and the United States. The Inquiry I am to carry out is Prudhoe Bay across Alaska to Valdez, tobe liquefied there and
authorized by Parliament under Section 19(h) of the Territo- then tankered to California. El Paso has already intervened
rial Lands Act. I am to consider the social, environmental and before the Federal Power Commission, where Arctic Gas's

economic impact regionally of the construction, operation and sister company, Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited, has
subsequent abandonment of the proposed pipeline in the applied for permission to build a natural gas pipeline from
Yukon and the Northwest Territories, and I am to consider as Prudhoe Bay to the Yukon border. E1 Paso intends to oppose

well the measures which Arctic Gas propose to take to meet Alaskan Arctic Gas's application in those proceedings (El
the specific social and environmental requirements of the Paso has not so far sought to intervene in this Inquiry). It was
Expanded Guidelines for Northern Pipelines tabled in the said that if El Paso's proposal were to be approved by the
House of Commons on June 28, 1972, and I am to report upon United States authorities, then the economic viability of
the terms and conditions that ought to be imposed in respect Arctic Gas's proposal to build a gas pipeline up the Mackenzie
of any right-of-way that might be granted to Arctic Gas. It Valley intended to bring gas from Prudhoe Bay and the
will be for the Government of Canada, on the recominenda- Mackenzie Delta to the United States and Canadian markets,

tion of the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop- would be jeopardized. So. it was urged, it is essential that this
ment to decide whether to grant a right-of-way to Arctic Gas. Inquiry be expedited.
It will be for the National Energy Board to determine whether My mandate is to conduct a fair and a thorough Inquiry.
or not to recommend the granting of a Certificate of Public That must come first. 1 intend to give all those persons and
Convenience and Necessity, and for the Government to organizations with an interest in the proposal made by Arctic
decide, if such a recommendation is made by the National Gas a fair opportunity to be heard. 1 will not diminish
Energy Beard, whether a Certificate should be granted, anyone's right to be heard, nor will I curtail this Inquiry so as

Because this Inquiry is unique in Canadian experience, and to improve Arctic Gas's position in relation tn the El Paso
because of my anxiety that the people of the North and all proposals in the United States.

other Canadians with an interest in the work of the Inquiry But there will not be any undue delay. At the preliminary
should have every opportunity to be heard, and that the hearings, all interested parties offered their cooperation to the
Inquiry itself should be thorough and complete, 1 held Inquiry, and indicated their desire to work with the Inquiry. I
preliminary hearings in April and May [1974] in Yellowknife, intend to hold them to that.
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THENATIONALENERGYBOARD dismember lhe corridor envisaged by the Pipeline Guidelines,

Some of the native organizations and some of the environ- and to consider the gas pipeline in isolation.

mental organizations argued that this Inquiry should not It is for that reason that 1think this Inquiry should not wait
proceed until the National Energy Board has completed its upon the outcome of the proceedings before the National
hearings. This is urged upon the ground that if the National Energy Board. This Inquiry, covering the social, environmen-
Energy Board were to refuse to grant a Certificate of Public tal and economic impact of the pipeline proposal against the
Convenience and Necessity, this Inquiry would be background of the corridor concept, ought to proceed. The
unnecessary. Order-in-Council does not impose any restriction upon the

But if it can be said that this Inquiry should wail upon the .commencement of this Inquiry, and I do not think I should
outcome of the National Energy Board Hearings, it could imposeone.

equally be said that the National Energy Board should wait Hearings
upon the outcome of this Inquiry, since the terms and
conditions that are laid down by the Minister as the result of I intend to visit the communities in the Mackenzie Valley, the
this Inquiry may alter the basis upon which Arctic Gas seek a Delta and the Yukon, likely to be affected by the construction
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity. How can the of the pipeline. I intend to do this before the hearings begin. 1

National Energy Board decide whether to grant a Certificate intend to travel by myself. My visit will be designed to enable
of Public Convenience and Necessity, and how can Arctic Gas me to get to know the people and the way they live, and not to
be expected to proceed with their request for such, without obtain evidem:e about the impact of the pipeline or their
knowing the terms and conditiens under which Arctic Gas is views on the pipeline; that will come later, at the hearings.
entitled to the right-of-way (assuming the Minister decides to FORMALHEARINGS

grant a right-of-way at all) which it must obtain if it is to go 1 think the formal hearings should begin with an overview of
ahead with the pipeline? A recitation of these arguments the Mackenzie Valley, the Delta, and the area across the
reveals that the relationship between this Inquiry and the Northern Yukon where the pipeline is to go. Commission
National Energy Board cannnt be comprehensively defined at Counsel will bring forward this evidence through witnesses
this stage. I do not think it has been shown that this Inquiry calJed by him for the purpose. Thf.' overview evidence would
ought to wait until the National Energy Board has completed include such matters as the history, culture and economy of
its hearings and made a recommendation to the Gow'a'nment, the northern peoples; the geography and geological history of
and the Government has acted upon it one way or the otbcr, the Mackenzie Valley. the Delta and the Yukon; the climate;
before getting under way. the geotecbnieul aspects of northern construction; terrain

In any event, this Inquiry is net just about a gas pipelioe: it types, including permafrost: and resources, renewable and
relates to the whole future of the North. I am bound tn non-renewable.

examine the social, economic and environmental hnpact of After that the Inquiry will hear the evidence of Arctic Gas.
the construction of a gas pipeline in the North. l_ut the Arctic Gas snggested at the preliminary hearings that they
Pipeline Guidelines do not stop there. They require that the would simply offer formal proof of the material filed in
impact of the pipeline should be considered in the contex_ of support of their right-of-way application, and then offer their
the development of a Mackenzie Valley transporlutiun witnesses for cross-examination. That will not be good
corridor, enough. I expect Arctic Gas to call as witnesses the people

The influence of a gas pipebne in the deveh)pmnnl of u who prepared thematerialandwhocarriedoutthefield work
Mackenzie Valley transportation corridor and in monhting on which it is based. I expect Arctic Gas's witnesses to be
the social, economic and environmental future of the North examined in chief in the usual way, to delineate, explain and
will be enormous. The Pipeline Guidelines contemplate the discuss the material filed, before cross-examination. I should
development of a corridor up the Mackenzie Valley to enable ulso say that I expect Commission Counsel to examine in chief
the bringing of oil and gas In southe.rn markets. This Inqinry each of the members of the Assessment Group assembled by
has been established to ensure that the gas pipeline proposal the Government of Canada with a view to a complete canvass
is not considered in isolaticm. The Mackenzie River has b_en u of all relevant evidence that each of them has to give. The
transportation system for centuries, firs| for the natiw,, people, members of Ihe Assessment Group, like the witnesses for
then for the white people. The Mackenzie Highway is already Arctic Gas, will be subject to cross-examination. The same
under construction, add already reaches beyond the junction procedure will apply to witnesses called by any of the parties
of the Liard and the Mackenzie [riversl at Fort Sbnpsun. The at the formal bearings.
Pipeline Guidelines envisage that. if a gas pipeline is built, an
oil pipeline may foIIow, and that the corridor may ewmtually
include a railroad, hydro-electric transmission lines, and
telecmnmunications facilities. It would be a mistake to
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COMMUNITYHEARINGS It is my conviction that the formal hearings and the

I intend to hold hearings in each of the communities in the community hearings should be regarded as equally impnrtant
Mackenzie Valley, the Delta and the Yukon that are likely to parts of the same process, and not as two separate prneesses.
be affected by the pipeline, to allow the people living in those
communities to tell me their views about the proposed Practice and Procedure
pipeline. 1 do nnt intend to lay down a enmprehensive sel of formal

The native organizations have said that the formal hear- rules of practice and prueednre. But I do want to deal with
ings, at which evidence is to be called relating to the social, some of the issues that arose at the preliminary hcarings.

environmental and econm'nic impact of the proposed line, mTERV_:NORS
should not take place until the community hearings have
been completed. I think it would be a mistake to try to impose All of the persons and organizations that made submissions at
a rigid framework like that on the scheduling of the the preliminary hearings will have the right tninterwme and
community hearings. The purpose of the hearings in the to participate in the Inquiry. They will be nutilied when
communities is to offer the people living there an opportunity hearings are scheduled, amt will be given an nppnrtunity tu
to state in their own languages and in their own way their present their submissions at the time and pha;e most
views about the gas pipeline and the development that it will convenient to them.
inevitably bring in its wake. As regards any other persons or organizations wishing to

If the community hearings are going to offer the native intervene in order to participate on a continuing hasis in the
people the opportunity they deserve to consider the proposal hearings or merely to make a submission, advertisements will
made by Arctic Gas, the report of the Assessment Group, and be placed in the newspapers throughout Canada, and
the other evidence to be given at the formal hearings, and then annunncements made ow_r radio and television in the North,
to state their case, they ought not to be held before the formal to notify any persons or organizations wishing lu make
hearings. Instead 1 think the cmnmunity hearings ought to be submissions of the dates and places when they may do so, and
held concurrently with the formal hearings. By that 1 mean prescribing the times within which their submissions, if in
that the Inquiry should break off the formal hearings from writing, should be sent to the Inquiry.
time to time to hold hearings in the communities, to ensure I expect that Arctic Gas, the native organizations, and the
that the native people in the comnmnities have an opportu- envirmnnental organizations will participate in the formal
nity to answer whatever may be said by the witnesses called hearings and the cominunity hearings on a continuing basis.
at the formal hearings ahnut the social, environmental and But that does not limit the right uf any other intervennr to
economic issues relating In their communities. It seems to me pariieil)ate on a continuing hosts. Every efforl will he made by
that the people living in the eomnmnities will nut have the Commission Counsel to work nut a timetable for the hearings
means of knowing the full extent of the material gathered by in c(msnltation with and with the conperaliml of the
Arctic Gas, or the means to study it, or to knmv its specific intervcnnrs.

application to each community, unless the community REQUESTSBYTHEASSESSMENTGROUPFORSUPPLEMENTARY

hearings proceed concurrently with the formal hearings. INFORMATIONANDMATERIAL
At the community hearings I also want to give the native

people an opportunity In h.ql the Inquiry ahuut the impact The Assessment Group will prepare, for the purposes of the
seismic lines and othcr kinds of industrial activity have had lnqniry, requests to Arctic Gas fur supplemenlary infnrma-
on the land, on wildlife and the environment, and their own tiun and material relating to matters which the Pipeline

opinions of the likely efh.'(:t of the construction of the pipeline Guidelines reqffire Arctic Gas to include in their application
on the land, the wildlife and the environment. 1 am anxious fur a right-of-way and whieh, in the view of the Assessment
that the native people should bring their whole experience Group, have not been deall with at all in the applieation, and
before the Inquiry. l do nut think they will get that chance if infornmtion and material relating to matters where the
we hold the community hearings first and then go on to the Assessment Group is of the view that the application, though

formal hearings, it deals with matters required by the Guidelines,(tnesnut in
At the same time I want to make it plain thai I do not intend all respects come to grips with the requirements laid (h)wn by

to hold any community hearings until the people living in the the Guidelines.
conmmnities have had the opportunity uf infurnling and These requests will (:nine In lhe Inquiry. Arcli(: Gas and lhe
preparingthemselvesferlhcm, lwant tosayalsnthat Iexpect intervenurs will be advised by lhe Inquiry of any request
that native persons will he called as witnesses fruin time to made by the Assessment Group for snpplcmenlary infnrma
time at the formal hearings. The. native pcnph: slmuld not be lion and material, and the. same procedure will be followed as
confined to the cmnmunity hearings for the purpose of regards tim answers made by Arctic Gas to such requests. The
presenting their case. requesls and lhe answers will he madc avaih_hlc h_ the public.
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THEASSESSMENTGROUP'SREPORT and Northern Development is that there should be no right-

The report or reports of the. Assessment Group containing the of-way granted to Arctic Gas until the native land claims in
Group's analysis of the material filed by Arctic Gas in support the Yukon and the Northwest Territories have been settled.
of their Application, will be filed with the inquiry and copies It was suggested by Arctic Gas that the native people ought
will be made availabletnthc intervenorsand the public, not to be allowed to advance such an argument in this

Inquiry, on the ground it would not fall within my terms of
mSCOVERY reference to recommendthe imposition of such a term or
Commission Counsel will, in consultation with counsel for the condition. The Order-in-Council says that I am "to inquire
intervenors, develop procedures for discovery of all studies into and report upon the terms and conditions that should be
and reports in the possession of the government of Canada as imposed in respect of any right-of-way that might be granted
well as of Arctic Gas and the intcrvenors. Such material must, across crown lands for the purposes of the proposed Macken-
of course, be relevant to thc Inquiry. zie Valley pipeline .... " It is said that this Inquiry is limited

As l have said, I expect thai at the hearings ArEtiE Gas, the by these words to the consideration of terms and conditions to
native organizations and the. environmental organizations be performed or carried out by Arctic Gas.
will be represented throughout. All of them should be It is true that the Pipeline Guidelines contemplate that the
prepared to call witnesses early on to discuss in a general way terms and conditions that the Minister decides to impose upon
the studies they have carried out and the reports the), have the granting of a right-of-way shall be included in a signed
prepared, on matters relating to the Inquiry. Commission
Counsel will call appropriate witnesses frmn the" public agrecment tobemadebetween the Crown and Arctic Gas. But
service for the same purpose. On cross-examinaliun it should the Order-in-Council does not confine this Inquiry to a review
be possible to obtain Eoulplete discovery. Of course, any ofthePipelineGuidelinesandofthemeasuresthatArcticGas
objections to the production of any studies or reperls will be are prepared to take in order to meet them. The Order-in-
considered by the Inquiry. Council requires that the Inquiry consider the social, eco-

nomic and environmental impact of the construction of a
SUBPOENAS pipeline in the North. That takes the Inquiry beyond the
As the Inquiry proceeds, should it be necessary. I will exercise Pipeline Guidelines, and requires a consideration of what the
nay power of subpoena. For the time being I do not intend to native organizations say ought to be a condition precedent, to
lay down any strict rules governing the exercise of that be imposed by the Gow.'rnroent, as a matter of policy, quite
power, apart fromwhatever provisionsthe Governmentmay require,

of ArctiE Gas or of any other company wishing to build a
Scope of the Inquiry pipeline, in a signed agreement for a right-of-way.
A number of arguments arose at the preliminary hearings 1 am not saying whether the natives' position is well-
regarding the scope of my terms of reference, founded or not. But it is one which they are entitled to urge

Let me say at once that the scope ef this Inquiry is defined upon this Inquiry. In fach it seems to me that it provides an
by the Order-in-Council and by the Pipeline Guidelines. Both essential fetus for the natives' case regarding the impact of
the Order-in-Council and the Pipeline Guidelines are cast in the pipeline en their comnmnities and their way of life.
broadly worded language. They say I am to conduct a social, Indeed. I would go further. The case Arctic Gas intend to
econoroic and environmental impact study. It is a study mak(t is that the pipeline can be built without ,_arejudice to the
whose magnitude is without precedent in the history of onr settlement of native land claims. The position taken by the
country. I take no narrow view of my terms of refexeoce, nat iw_s Offers a focus for the consideration of those terms and

I am going to indicate my views on the questions raised at conditiuns -- not only those that emerge from the Pipeline
the preliminary hearings regarding the scope of the Inquiry. Guidelines. hut also any others that Arctic Gas is ready to
But 1 am not in any way seeking here to delineate the whole propose that may enable the pipeline to be built without
configuration of the Inquiry; rather I am simply trying to prejudice Io native claims.
settle some of the questions that were clearly present in many Notwithstanding the language of the Introduction to the
minds regarding the SEOpEof the Inquiry. Social Guidelines (in the Pipeline Guidelines) which appears
NATIVECLAIMS to make some distinction between the Indian penple and the

The principal submission of the native orgaoizaliuns is that lnuit and the Metis for purposes of settlement of their claims,
no pipeline development should proceed until the hind claims I take the vie,,,," that, so far as this Inquiry is concerned, there
of the native peoples haw: been settled. All of the native should be no distinction between the position of the native
organizations that appeared at the preliminary hearings took peoples. All of them are entitled to urge at this Inquiry that
the position that one of the terlns and conditiens that this therE'should be no right-of-way granted until their claims
Inquiry ought to recon/inltnd lo the Minister of lnclian Affairs haw.' been settled.
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THE CORRIDOR CONCEPT SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

It has been argued by Canadian Arctic Resources Committee The purchasl_ and tmnsporlaliun uf supplies and equipnlent

that my terms of reference include any gas pil)I;line proposed anti malerial for the priiiiosc(l gas pipeline clearly fall within

by any applicant, and tlial this Inquiry should nul be limited h ' ns f reference uf this Inquiry.
tu the proposal thai has belm made by Arctic Gas. Arctic Gas, GATHERINGLINESANDGASFIELDS

on the other hand, have argued that this Inquiry should be Even llmugh Arctic Gas has applied only for a right-uf-way
limited to an examination of the particular prnpnsal to build a for the purpose of construcling a trunk pipeline, 1 regard it as
natural gas pipeline thai Arctic Gas have made in their essential to this Inquiry that I should consider evidence

application to the Minister for a right-of-way under the regarding the gas fields in the Delta and the gathering lines to
TerritorialLandsAct. bebuilt in theDelta.

1 do not think that this really gets me very fair in 1malizethat Arctic Gas willhea cominon carrier, and not a

ascertaining the limits of the scope of my terms nf reference, prnduccr, and that the gathering lines will be huilI hy the
because the Pipeline Guidelines clearly require an examina- producers, and not by Arctic Gas. But these lines are so
tion of Arctic Gas's proposed pipeline and the route it is to obviously a part of the pipeline system thai any cunsidt_ration

follow in the light of the corridnr concept described in the of the impact of the gathering lines entails a cousideration of
Guidelines. The Pipeline Guidelines relate to the development the ilnpact of the gathering lines.But I am not saying that Arctic Gas must bear the borden of
ofaMackenzieValleytransportationcorridor, and nnt simply adducing this evidence. And 1 do not know whether the
to theconstruction of a gas pipeline, producers will intervene. SII il will be the responsibility of

In any event, the Pipeline Guidelines specifically require a Commission Counsel to iibtain evidence, pursuant to suh-

comparison of the propnscd pipeline route with alternative poima if necessary, to enable this Inquiry to consider the
pipeline routes. In view of this, I do not think there is really location and extent of the gas fields in the Delta, the likely
any difference between an Inquiry into the impact of the extent of further gasexploralion in the Delta and IIm Beaufort
pipeline proposed by Arctic Gas and an examination gener- Sea, the likely location, design and conslrul:tion of the

ally of the impact of the construction of a gas pipeline up the gathering lines and of the processing plants that will he
Mackenzie Valley. The purpose of the corridor, according to needed to render the gas acceptable to the trunk pipeline, and

the Pipeline Guidelines, is to mininrize social and environ- the social, environmental and economic iinpact thai the
mental disturbance. It is in that connection that a comparison development of the gas fields and the constructitm of these

of the proposed pipeline route with alternate pipeline routes lines will have in the Delta and elsewhere in the North.
is relevant to this Inquiry. PRODUCERREVENUESANDTAXATION

I am also hound to consider the economic and social impact It was urged by Canadian Arctic Resources CommittI:e that l
of the construction of an oil pipeline and to consider the should consider the revenue to the producers thai would be
combined effect of the construction of a gas pipeline and an oil generated by the construction of the proposed gas pipeline.

pipeline in the corridor. It was said that I should allow evidence to establish the
However, 1 am not prepared to consider the merits of propriety of imposing a term or condition on the construction

alternate modes of transportation of the gas, except to the of the gas pipeline that would require a part of the revenue
extent that an examination of the advantages and disadvan- from the production of gas in the Delta to he dedicated to the

rages of other forms of transportation will be of assistance in improvement of social services in the North. This is the same
determining what terms and conditions ought to be imposed thing as saying that 1 ought to conduct an investigation intothe income and profits likely to accrue to the producers by the
if a right-of-way is granted. For example, a comparison of the development of the gas fields in the Mackenzie Delta and then
extent of environmental degradation that may accompany make a determination regarding what would be a fair return
other modes of transporting the gas may be useful for the lo the public from iheexploitalionoftheresource.
purpose of establishing what environmentalstandards ought That lies beyond my terms of reference. The level of
to be laid down for the construction of a natural gas pipeline; royalties and taxes to be imposed upon the gas producers in
or a comparison of the opportunities for northern employ- the Mackenzie Delta is a mailer to be decided hy Parliament.
ment that other modes of transportation may offer may be That is the place to go with arguments about the adequacy of

useful for the purpose of determining what terms and lht;rl_turnlotheCrown fron_iheextractionoflhcgas.

conditions ought to be imposed on Arctic Gas or any other
pipeline company, in order to generate northern employment,
if that is desirable. But such evidence must be relevant to the

purposes of the Inquiry.
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ECONOMIChMPACT hydro puwer wouid be produced more cheaply than the

I do not intend to conducl an examination of the impact of a natural gas. and that the hydro power could therefore be used

gas pipelme on the economy of Canada. I am, however, to pump the gas, with a consequent saving of natural gas in
prepared to consider evidence that reveals lhe particular the operation of the pipeline. Giwm a customer whnse energyrequirements would he of such a magnitude, it would be
impact of a gas pipeline on Ihe economy of the North.

It is impossible wholly to disentangle econenlJc conse- feasible to proceed with the project, and to generate hydro-
queuces from social and environmental consequem;es. For e.lectric pt)wer for Arctic Gas and customers throughout the
exmnple., evidence regarding the quantity and quality of the Nor|h.
gas in the Delta and the slate of natural gas markets, willbeof Such proposals, as outlined to me. were sketchy andincmnph:te. However, if such a development were to occur,
inapertanee for the purpose of determining Ill('. life of the the impact it would have on Fort Franklin, riot to mention the
pipeline, and such things as tile extent to which looping will whole of the Mackenzie Valley, is obvious. It would constitute,
oct:ur and the number uf compressor statieos thai will be in my view, an "associated and ancillary facility" within the
needed. These relate to econulnie impact of the pipeline, but meaning of the Pipeline Guidelines, and would clearly fall
they relate as well to the social and environmental impact of within this Inquiry. In any event, if it were built for the
the pipeline on the North. purpose of providing hydro-electric power to Arctic Gas, it

But there will be evidence, that relates essentially to would be necessary to consider its social, environmental and
economic impact. It must, however, be evidence designed to economic impact. It is obvious that it might be urged upon the
reveal the economic impact on tile North. I am prepared to lnquh'y thai a term or condition of the right-of-way would be
hear evidence of the effecl of the gas pipeline on the rate of that electricity generated by the project should be used to
inflation, capital markets, the foreign exchange rate and other pump the gas, in order to conserve gas in the operation of the
national economic indicalurs, to enable this Inquiry to line, and to make possible the electrification of the Mackenzie
ascertain the effect of the gas pipeline on the economy of the Valley.
North. But such evidence will be allowed fur that purpose Should evidence COllie before me that indicates that such a

only. projectwill be seriouslyconsideredif a right-of-way is
It was urged thai it is impossible to segregate tile impact granted and a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

upon the national econ()iny from the impact upon the follows, then I will bear evidence regarding the social ,
economy of the North. But the Order-in Council pr()vides that ecenomic and environmental impact of the project.
l am to have regard to the economic impact regionally of the

gas pipeline proposal. I think that fixes the limits of the
Inquiry. Whatever impact the construction of a gas pipeline These will be tile limits of the Inquiry in the disputed areas. In
may have on Canada's economy, I do not think that the concluding what they ought to be, 1 have been guided by theeonvictinn that this Inquiry must be fair and it must be
Order-in-Council allows me to explore it. My mandate is to

consider the regional economic impact of the pipeline complete. We have got to do it right. The pipeline, if it is built,will haw_ a great impact on the future of northern develop-
proposals. That means that I am to consider the economic ment and the shape of northern communities, and the way of
impact especial to the North, and not tile economic impact on life for northern peoples. Not simply becanse a pipeline is to
the nation as a whole, be built, but because of all that it will bring in its wake. To

GREATBEARHYDROPROJECT limit the Inquiry to an examination of Arctic Gas's proposal

Canadian Arctic Resources Committee said thai a sludy had merely, without considering the background against which

been made by the Northern Canada Power Commission that pruposal is made, without considering the corridor
regarding tile feasibility of building three dams on tile Great concept indicated by the Pipeline Guidelines, would be to
Bear River for the purpose of providing hydro electric power nullify the basis on which this Inquiry was established.

for the pumping stations on the pipeline. According to the
evidence, these proposals proceeded on the basis that such ssue( July 12,1974. Yellowknife Northwest Territories.



Preliminary Rulings (II) AePLICATION
These rules shall apply only to lhe [ollowiug purticipunts in
the Inquiry:

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline t, imited
Practice and Procedure Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.

Canadian Arctic Resources Committee

Mr. Scott, Commission Counsel, has presented certain propos- Environment Protection Board
als regarding practice and procedure. 1 hcqd further prelimi- Indian Brotherhood of the Norllnwest Territories
nary hearings at Yellowknife on September 12 and 13, 1974, to Metis Association of the Northwest Territories
consider representations regarding these proposals by counsel lnuit Tapirisat of Canada
for Arctic Gas, counsel for the other participants who Committee for OriginalPeoples Entitlement
appeared, as well as by Commission Counsel. I also considered Yukon Native Brotherhood
the submissions made in writing by other participants. Northwest Territories Association of Municipalities

[ said in my Preliminary Rulings of July 12, 1974, that I Commission Counsel
wanted this Inquiry to be fair and complete. I have had that _ Mr. Anthony and Mr. Lucas, counsel for Canadian Arctic
consideration uppermost in mind in deciding upon these Resources Committee, have advised the Inquiry that the
issues of practice and procedure. The Rulings 1 am handing Northern Assessment Group that was established by Cana-
down today are intended to bring about full disclosure of all dian Arctic Resource Committee, the Canadian Nature
the evidence, and to give to all concerned the fullest Federation, the Federation of Ontario Natnralists, Pollution
opportunity to present their case. Probe, and the Canadian Environmental Law Association, for

As soon as the Inquiry has received the report of the purposes of this Inquiry, will comply with any Rules of this
Assessment Group assembled by the Government of Canada Inquiry applicable to Canadian Arctic Resources Committee.

to analyze the material filed by Arctic Gas in support of their These Rules will not apply to any other participants at the
application for a right-of-way, I will set a date for the [ormalhearings.

commencement of the formal hearings of the Inquiry. These Rules will not apply to the community hearings.

Application o[ the Rules Overview Hearings
DEFINITIONOFPARTICIPANT Witnesses called at the overview hearings will not be cross-

Any person shall be deemed a participant if he appears at any examined during the overview hearings, unless it is essential
formal hearing of the Inquiry (including preliminary hear- to a fair hearing. In any event, all overview witnesses will be
ings) and gives his name and address to the Inquiry, or if he subject to recall for further examination and for cross-
advises the Inquiry in writing of his intention to appear, examination at the formal hearings.
Special Counsel shall maintain a list of participants, which
shall be available for inspection by any persnn at the offices of
the Inquiry in Yellowknife and in Ottawa.
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Commission Counsel will have the responsibility of calling
Formal Hearings the evidence of the members of the Assessment Group

DIVISIONOFFORMALHEARINGS assembled by the Government of Canada, with a view to a

The formal bearings will be divided into four phases, complete canvass of all relevant evidence that the Group has

Phuse 1: Engineering and Construction o[ the Proposed togive. TheGroupwillbesubjeettocross-examination.
Pipeline Commission Counsel will also be responsible for calling the

This phase of the hearings will include such matters as the evidence of the public service of Canada not included in the
size of the pipeline, its location, the timing of construction, the Assessment Group, whose evidence is regarded as necessary
composition and deployment of construction crews, and the to the completeness of the Inquiry.
construction of compressor stations. It will also be the responsibility of Commission Counsel to

Phase 2: The Impact of a Pipeline and Mackenzie Corridor obtain evidence, pursuant to subpoena if necessary, to enablethe Inquiry to consider the location and extent of the gas fields
Development on the Physical Environment

This phase of the hearings will include the impact on the in the Mackenzie Delta, the likely extent of further oil and gas
land, the air and the water, and will cover such things as the exploration in the Delta and the Beaufort Sea, the likely
effect on permafrost, river crossings, slope stability, and location, design and construction of the gathering lines thereand of the processing plants that will be needed to render the
gravel and other borrow locations, gas acceptable to the trunk pipeline, and the social, environ-
Phase 3: The Impact of a Pipeline and Mackenzie Corridor mental and economic impact that the development of the gas
Development on the Living Environment fields and the construction of these lines will have in the Delta

This phase of the hearings will include the impact on plant and elsewhere in the North.
and animal life, including wildlife, mammals and fishes. All of the witnesses giving this evidence will be subject to

Phase 4: The Impact o[ a Pipeline and Macl_enzie Corridor cross-examination, and Commission Counsel will be entitled
Developmenl on the Human Environment to re-examine each of them.

This phase of the hearings will include social and economic Evidence can be introduced through individual witnesses
impact, or panels of witnesses.

PLACE OF FORMAL HEARINGS

This division is for purposes of convenience only. The four Yelluwknife will be the main centre for the formal hearings.
phases will not necessarily encompass all of the evidence that At the same time, I am anxious that as much as possible of the
will be brought forward at the formal hearings. Commission evidence relating to oil and gas activity in the Mackenzie
Counsel will therefore invite the participants to consult with Delta and the Beaufort Sea and relating to the impact of such

him from time to time with a view to determining whether activity should be heard at Inuvik.
there should be any further division of the hearings within It may be appropriate for some of the evidence at the formal
each phase. In any event, it will be open to any participant to bearings to be heard in Ottawa. In any event, it will be
call evidence out of order when that is appropriate, necessary in due course to hold hearings in major southern

Special Counsel will provide to each participant Notice of centres to enable Canadians who cannot appear in the North
Hearing with respect to each of the four phases of the formal
hearings and will advise the public generally of the matters to to express their views.

be considered at each phase of the formal hearings. Community Hearings
CALLINGEVIDENCEANDEXAMINATIONOF WITNESSES Community hearings will be held in each community in the

At the formal hearings, as a general rule, Arctic Gas will lead Mackenzie Valley, the Mackenzie Delta and the Yukon likely
their evidence first, followed by the other participaols and to be affected by the construction of a pipeline and by corridor
Commission Counsel. Arctic Gas will be entitled to call development. I have appointed Professor Michael Jackson of
evidence in rebuttal. From time to time, other participants the Inquiry staff Io act as co-ordinator of the community
will lead off: when they do, they will have the right to call hearings. He has established a committee, which consists of
evidence in rebuttal after the evidence for the other parlici cnunsel representing the participants chiefly concerned with

pants has been heard; in any event, the rights of all com:erned the organizing of the community hearings.
to bring forward all their evidence on every issue will be With regard to those communities that have a primarily
preserved, native population, I expect that the native organizations will

With respect to witnesses, counsel for any participant bring proposals to Professor Jackson s comm'ttee as to the
calling a witness will examine him in chief; the witness will way in which the hearings in those communities ought to be
then be cross-examined by counsel fur each of the uther conducted. These proposals should be considered by the
participants and by Commission Counsel. Counsel for the committee, and the committee's recommendations referred to
participant calling the witness will be entitled to re-examine, me.
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In the same way. with regard tu those communities that without impairing lhe natiw_ people's current use and
have a primarily white population. 1 expect that the North- ,:)(:eupation of the hind.
west Territories Association of Municipalities will come Now, such evidence would be of the first importance t. this
forward with proposals regarding the conduct of those Inquiry even if the issue of native land chHms had m_ver been
hearings and that they will be considered by Professor raised. That brings om to the problem uf how to d(:al fairly
Jackson's committee and the recommendations of the cam- with the contention of the native organizations thai no
mittee referred to me. pipeline should he built until their hind claims have been

If the committee does not reach agreement on any matter, 1 settled. Their chdms are based un Iraditinnal use and
willconsider the recommendations of each of its members, ln occupation and, according to Prufessm' Cumming, senior

any event, I will be prepared to consider the views of any counsel for the louit Tapirisat of Canada and the Connnittee
participant regarding the conduct of the community hearings, for Original Peoples Entitlement, they include not only lands

The Inquiry is arranging with the Canadian Broadcasting that are subject to current use and uccut)ation, hut extend to
Corporation for summaries of the evidence given at the lands that they do not use and occupy today. Mr. Sutlou,
formal hearings to be broadcast to northern communities counsel for the Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territo-

likely to be affected by the construction of a pipeline and the ries and the Metis Association of the Northwest Territories,
took the same position. So did Mr. Lueek, counsel for the

development of a Mackenzie Valley transportation corridor. Yukon Native Brotherhood.

The broadcasts will be on a regular basis, and will consist of How then can this Inquiry come to grips with a contention
summaries of the evidence given at the formal hearings. 1 that no pipeline should be built until native land (:laims are
expect that these broadcasts will be in English and in the settled, when those land claims relate lu ancestral hinds that

native languages, so that the people in the communities will the native people no longer use or occupy?
know what has been said at the formal hearings and will be It is not for this Inquiry to decide the legitimate extent of
able to respond to it when the Inquiry reaches the native land claims in the North. But the native organizations
communities, have said to this Inquiry that no pipeline should bebuilt until

1 should make it plain that I intend at the community their land claims have been settled. Those who want to build

hearings to give everyone who wishes to express his point of the pipeline are entitled to an opportunity to meet this by
view, whether it is one widely held in the community or not, showing that the pipeline can be built without prejudice to
an opportunity tobeheard, nativeland claims.

[ think, therefore, that the native organizations should
Evidence Relating to Native Claims indicate the nature and extent of their land claims. Giveo that

I said, when I handed down my Preliminary Rulings on July their view is that any settlement ought to acknowledge that
12, that it would be open to the native peoples in this Inquiry the native people have certain rights that they shuukl be
to argue that no right-of-way should be granted for a pipeline entitled to assert in respect of the lands they claim, there
until their land claims were settled, should be some indication of the nature of the rights they

Native claims are based on traditional use and occupation, assert and of their extent. (The land use studies being carried
Evidence relating to current use and occupation will ob- out by the native organizations relate, as 1 understand it, not
viously include such things as the location of trap lines, only to land that is the subject of current use and occupation,
fishing camps and hunting grounds, and berry picking areas. I but also to land that, although the native people no longer use
want to hear from the trappers, hunters and fishermen and or occupy it, they used to. These studies should be of real
others in the native communities not only about their present assistance to the Inquiry. Some of these studies are complete.

Some are not yet complete. But, even where they are not
useofthelandandtheextentoftheir refiance upon it, but also complete, the work done so far may well be helpful.) The
their views on the likely efficacy of any measures proposed by Inquiry will then be in a position to indicate to the Minister
Arctic Gas to build a pipeline without damaging these native which measures ought to be taken to ensure that the native
interests; by that 1 mean that I want to hear the evidence they peoples, in their negotiations with the Governmenl, do not
have to give, and the representations they wish to make, find themselves at any disadvantage owing to the buikling of
regarding likely interference with trap lines, obstruction of the pipeline, and, looking to the consummation of negotia-
streams, spoliation of hunting grounds and so on. tions, which measures ought to be taken to ensure that,

It seems to me that, in order to be fair to Arctic Gas, such whatever the extent of the native interest that may ulti-
evidence should be laid before the Inquiry, so that Arctic Gas mately be recognized by any settlement, it will not be
will be in a position to indicate what terms and conditions diminished by the construction of the pipeline in the
they are prepared to submit to, what safeguards they are meantime.
prepared to adopt, and what measures they are prepared to It should, of course, be remembered that it will be for the

take, in support of their contention that a pipeline can be built Government of Canada and the native peoples to negotiate a
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settlement of the native claims in the North. It is unly the there will be fulldiselosureofallstudiesandreports prepared
Government of Canada and the native peoples of the North by Arctic Gas relating to the Inquiry. It would be open to
that are parties to the negotiations to settle natiw_ land claims. Arctic Gas to decide for themselves which witnesses they
Nothing said at this Inquiry can bind either side. Any ought to call and thus avoid the necessity of disclnsing the
delineation of native claims before the Inquiry will be for the existence of a study or a report that might be damaging to
purpose merely of ensuring that the Inquiry can fairly theircasebutthatwouldbeusefultothelnquiry. Thatwillbe
consider the principal contention of the native organizations avoided if a complete list is supplied.

regarding the cunstruction of lbe pipeline and the answer that I therefore direct thai all of the participants to whom these
those who propose tu build the pipeline have to nmke to that Rules apply, including Arctic Gas, must provide a list of all
contention, studies and reports in their possessionor power relating to

this Inquiry. These lists should he filed with the Inquiry by
Discovery November 30, 1974, and copies provided to all of the

DISCOVERYOFWITNESSES participants to whom these Rules apply. If they are ready

Every participant shall, before giving evidence himself or earlier, they should be filed as soon as they are ready and
calling witnesses on his behalf, file with Special Cuunsel, at distributed to the otber participants; in fact, each participant
least two weeks before giving evidence or calling such may well decide to circulate a list of all studies and reports in
evidence, a synopsis of the evidence of the witness intended to its possession relating to Phase I of the Inquiry, without
be called, together with a list of any reports, studies or other waiting until its list is ready covering all phases of the
documents to which that witness may refer or upon which he Inquiry. I appreciate that by November 30, 1974, some of the

mayrely. participants will not have completedall the studies and
This Rule was suggested by Commission Counsel to reports they intend to prepare. They should, nevertheless, file

expedite the hearings. It will sometimes be difficult in comply a list and add to it as they go along. Commission Counsel will
with. If any participant cannot comply with the Rule, that be responsible for providing a list of all studies and reportsof
will not necessarily preclude the calling of the witness in theGovernment of Canada.

question, at the time the witness is presented tn the Inquiry, When the lists have been provided, it will be open to the
but it may mean the witness will have to be recalled later on other participants to demand that any study or report on any
forcross-examination, list should be produced. If any participant wishes to raise a

PRODUCTIONOFSTUDIESANDREPORTS claim of privilege as the basis for an objection to production at
that stage, the Inquiry will of course consider it then. It should

All of the participants, except Arctic Gas, expressed their be remembered that, under Section 19(f) of the Territorial

willingness to provide a list of all studies and reports in their Lands Act, R.S.C. 1970, c.T-6, any one appointed to conduct an
possession or power relating tu the Inquiry, including those
fur which privilege might be claimed, inquiry has the power:

Mr. Goldie, counsel for Arctic Gas, was not prepared to go for the purposes of the inquiry, to summon and bring before

along with this. Instead, he suggested that, as each of the him any person whose attendance he considers necessary to theinquiry, examine such persons under oath, compel the produc-
witnesses for Arctic Gas is called, there should simply be tion of documents and do all things necessary to provide a full
provided a list of all studies and reports that that witness and proper inquiry.
relies upon, or that touch upon bis testimony. It was said that These powers have been conferred on this Inquiry by the
this would be sufficient, and that it would be impracticable Order-in-Council of March 21, 1974.
for Arctic Gas to provide a list of all the.Jr studies and reports In addition, any participant may, in the meantime, request
before the formal hearings begin.

In my judgment, thereisa paramount public interest in the of any other participant a copy of any study or report
fullest disclosure of all the facts, which requires that a list of whether or not it appears on the list filed by the participant of

all studies and reports in the possession or power of Arctic whom it is requested, and whether or not such a list has
Gas relating to the Inquiry should be supplied to the Inquiry. already been filed.

It was not suggested that this would be impossible; it was Applications to the Inquiry
simply urged that it would be difficult for Arctic Gas to
comply with such a direction. Any applications made by participants to the Inquiry for

It would not be satisfactory for Arctic Gas merely to subpoenas or any relief whatever shall be made upon

provide a list of studies and reports to accompany the reasonable notice to the Inquiry and to Commission Counsel
testimony of each witness. If we we.re to proceed in that way, as well as to any participant directly affected by the
we would get the material only in a piecemeal fashion. If we application and to any other participant that the Inquiry
do not require a complete list, there can be no guarantee that decides should be given notice of the application. If the
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hearings are in progress, the application can be made to the Inspection by the Public
Inquiry at the hearing on the day when it is returnable. Copies of the material filed by any participani or other person

Changes in These Rules ,_r organization, including lists of studies and reports> thetranscript of the hearings, and copies of the exhihits, will he
The Inquiry retains the power to add to, alter or modify these on file during office hours, and available for inspection by the
Rules, or to require that any participant not already bound by public at the Inquiry offices in Yelluwknife and in Ottawa.
Ifiem should comply with them in whole or in part, as well as

the power to exempt any participant from complying with Issued: October 29, 1974, Yellowknifi_. Northwest Territories,
them inwholeor inpart. andOttawa,Ontario.
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Northern landscape (DIAND Yellowknife-B. Braden). Development, Ottawa.
Port Three: Michael Jackson, Vancouver.

Pipe being laid in ditch (Alyeska). R. McClung, Fisheries and Marine Service, Department of the
Environment, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec.

Part Four:
E.R. Weick, Ottawa.

Louchenx child at Old Crow (G. Calef).

Maps
Photography Colour mop:
The photography appearing in this report was made possible
through the cooperatinn of the fnllowing organizations and Surveys and Mapping Branch, Department of Energy, Mines
photographers, andResources.

Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, Anchorage, Alaska. Renewable Resources map:

Bill Braden, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Geological Surw_y of Canada, Department of Energy, Mines
Development, Yellowknife, NWT. and Resources.

Gary Bristow, Holman, NWT. Northern Conservation Areas map:

George Calef, Yellowknife (formerly with Interdisciplinary Alan Heginbot tom, Ottawa.
Systems Ltd. (IDS), Winnipeg).
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Bibliography

1have referred to gnv(_rnmenl nffi(:ials, thc_ leaders of native

Terminology organizations, band chiefs and others, by the oftlces they held
when they gave evidence to the Inquiry.

Throughout this report I have referred tu tile land claims of I have often referred to whiles and to the white man. It will
the native people as native claims, be apparent that sometimes I mean western man and the

Often I have referred to native peoph; meaning all of the representatives of the industrial system. Of c:uurse, in such a
people of Eskimo and Indian ancestry, whether they regard context the expression white man can, in fact, im:lude people
themselves as lnuit, Dene or Metis. They are, of course, of many races. Hmvever, the nati,.,_ people throughout the
distinct peoples, yet they have an identity of interest with Inquiry referred to the white man. They knew what they
respect to many of the issues dealt with in this report and meant, and although they no dnubt adopted the expression
have often, in such instances, been referred to collectively as because the representatives of thc_ larger Canadian society

native people. Where only one of these peoples is meant, that who come to the North are ahnusl entirely Caucasian, they
is apparent from the text. have not been inclined to make any finer differentiation. 1

[ have usually referred to present-day Eskimo peoples as think the phrase is not at all misleading under these
lnuit: this is in keeping with their wishes today. Although circumstances. The alternative, which I have rei(_cted, would

many people of Eskimo ancestry of the Mackenzie Delta call be constantly to use such expressions as non-native, southern
themselveslnuvialuit, lhavereferredtothemalsoaslnuit, or Eurn-Canadiun. Instead, I haw_ used these latter expres-

The term Deae refers to the status and non-status people of sloes where, in the context, no other would do.

Indian ancestry who regard themselves as Dene. Native Unless I have indicated otherwise, the term the North refers
people who describe themselves as Metis and who see to the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory. The
themselves as having a distinct history and culture, as well as South generally refers to metropolitan Canada.
aspirations and goals that differ from those of the Dene, 1 have I have used the expression we many times. I have meant by
referred to as Metis. l have dealt with the people of Old Crow it the non-native population of Canada, north and south, and
separately because they live in the Northern Yukon, not in the have sought merely tn remind readers that I view the North as
Northwest Territories. one who shares the culture, perceptions and ideas of Canadi-

I have referred to the Mackenzie Valley and the Western ans as a whole.
Arctic. There is of course some overlap here, in that both Throughout the report, Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline

geographical areas may be regarded as encompassing the Limited is referred to as Arctic Gas and Foothills Pipe Lines
Mackenzie Delta. The Mackenzie Valley includes the whole Ltd. as Foothills. I have treated each of these informal terms as
of the region from the Alberta border to the Mackenzie Delta, plural, recognizing that groups of companies are involved.
including the Great Slave Lake and Great Bear Lake areas. Since the release of Volume One. the Arctic Gas proposal
The Western Arctic encompasses the whole area on the rim of has been rejected by the National Energy Board and by the
the Beaufort Sea, including the arctic coast uf the Yukon. Government of Canada. So I have proceeded, in Volume Two,

I have referred to witnesses by their first name and on the assumption that a pipeline may be expected to be built
surname when their names first appear, and thereafter by from the Mackenzie Delta along the Mackenzie Valley to the
their surname only, except where the repetition of the first Northwest Territories-Alberta border in ten years' time. The
name is essential to avoid confusion. 1 have given the reference to "the Company" in Volume Two is a reference to

appellation "Mr." only to Ministers of the Crown. 1 have the company or consortium that may advance new pipeline
referred to witnesses holding doctorates as "Dr." proposals in the future. "The Agency" refers to the regulatory
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authority that may be established by the federal government
to supervise the construction of a Mackenzie Valley pipeline. Bibliography

[ recognize that some people will attach great importance to The following bibliographic references refer to documents
my use of the words shall and should. In the context of the and personal communications cited or used in both Volumes
hundreds of recommendations made in this report, 1 do not One and Two of my report. The bibliography is divided into
make a great distinction between the two. In general, two sections. The first lists, in alphabetical order by anthor, all
however, 1 use "shall" where 1 feel the subject matter is material exclusive of existing legislation. Legislation is listed
particularly important. Most of these recommendations apply separately in the second section. The applications of Canadian
to the pipeline Company. I use "should" where I consider an Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited and of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
issue needs attention and perhaps further definition. Many of are given only one entry in the bibliography; the various
my recommendations that apply to government use the word submissions and amendments are not listed separately.
"should." Where transcripts of the Inquiry bearings are cited, they

are identified by the page number preceded by F (formal
hearings) or C (community hearings). The Inquiry exhibits are
similarly cited with the exhibit number preceded by F or C.
The bibliography does not contain a reference to the tran-
scripts, nor does it list all the exhibits received by the Inquiry.
The transcripts and the exhibits form the Public Record and
arc located in the Public Archive.s, Ottawa.
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